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Let me introduce myself. I’m Dr. Pat Bradley, a holistic veterinarian, certified homeopath and
licensed counselor. I work with clients over the phone, providing information, resources and
homeopathic consultations. In my 25 years as a vet, I’ve practiced both conventional and
alternative medicine
Today I use alternative healing modalities for both people and animals. I help people to find
the source of the problem, whatever that may be, and then address it at that level.
I help people who are:








seeking homeopathic treatments for their animals
feeling pressured to make difficult medical decisions
seeking meaning or answers through illness, or in their human-animal relationship
struggling with end-of-life decisions
needing guidance while providing home hospice care for their animal
feeling overwhelmed or confused about alternative/complementary therapy choices
wanting to be a more active partner in their animal’s health care

I love to empower people to make decisions that feel intuitively right for them. While sometimes
people under stress wish there was one true answer and someone to tell them what that answer is, I
work with people who want individualized answers and options for health care. To me, the best answer
takes many things into consideration: time, values, home and work situation, and of course, the
personality and specific needs of the animal and human.

Common topics are:







vaccines -- individualized protocols and alternatives
improving your animal’s diet, including grain-free or home-prepared foods
supplements for specific conditions
emotional causes of problems, and how to treat them
how to improve communication with your animal, family or primary care vet
addressing feelings of frustration, anxiety, guilt and grief

If you think this is for you, contact Fred to make an appointment for a telephone consultation.
To learn more, read the handout, ‘HOW THIS WORKS” on the Veterinary Forms page.
You can also check out the website, www.drpatbradley.com and the e-zine (Holistic Pet Care 101).
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